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Perfect for fans of Bridge to Terabithia and Walk Two Moons, this debut middle grade novel is the story of
two girls and the unforgettable summer in which they learn about true friendship and loss.                              
               

Annie has been promised a summer of freedom in the country. Freedom from a difficult school year,
freedom from her fake “friends” back in the city, and, most of all, freedom from her mom’s life-governing
spreadsheets and rigid schedules.

When Annie meets California, who is visiting her grandfather’s farm, it seems she has found the perfect
partner for the summer she’s always craved. Especially when California offers Annie a real-life adventure: if
she and Annie can find the ponies her mom rode as a girl, surely it will remind her mom how wonderful the
farm is—and fix what’s broken between her mom and her grandfather.

But Annie’s summer of freedom is sprinkled with secrets, and everything she has learned about bravery and
love will be put to the test when the truth behind the ultimate secret changes her life forever.
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From reader reviews:

Julio Rico:

Do you have favorite book? In case you have, what is your favorite's book? Publication is very important
thing for us to find out everything in the world. Each publication has different aim or perhaps goal; it means
that publication has different type. Some people truly feel enjoy to spend their time to read a book. These are
reading whatever they have because their hobby is actually reading a book. What about the person who don't
like reading through a book? Sometime, man feel need book once they found difficult problem as well as
exercise. Well, probably you will want this Swing Sideways.

Shameka Smith:

Here thing why this particular Swing Sideways are different and dependable to be yours. First of all studying
a book is good nonetheless it depends in the content of it which is the content is as yummy as food or not.
Swing Sideways giving you information deeper since different ways, you can find any reserve out there but
there is no publication that similar with Swing Sideways. It gives you thrill reading journey, its open up your
own eyes about the thing this happened in the world which is perhaps can be happened around you. You can
actually bring everywhere like in park your car, café, or even in your way home by train. When you are
having difficulties in bringing the branded book maybe the form of Swing Sideways in e-book can be your
choice.

Dennis Winters:

Typically the book Swing Sideways has a lot of information on it. So when you check out this book you can
get a lot of benefit. The book was compiled by the very famous author. Tom makes some research prior to
write this book. This kind of book very easy to read you will get the point easily after reading this book.

Glenn Herrera:

That e-book can make you to feel relax. This book Swing Sideways was colorful and of course has pictures
around. As we know that book Swing Sideways has many kinds or category. Start from kids until
youngsters. For example Naruto or Private investigator Conan you can read and believe that you are the
character on there. So , not at all of book tend to be make you bored, any it makes you feel happy, fun and
rest. Try to choose the best book for you and try to like reading that.
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